ABSTRACT. Dopants and defects can be introduced as well as the intercalation of metals into single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) to modify their electronic and magnetic properties, thus significantly widening their application areas. Through spinpolarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we have systemically studied the following: (i) (10,0) and (5,5) SWCNT doped with nitrogen (CNxNT), (ii) (10,0) and (5,5) SWCNT with pyridine-like defects (3NV-CNxNT), and (iii) chemical functionalization of (10,0) and (5,5) 3NV-CNxNT with 12 different transition metals (TMs) (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, and Pt). Attention was done in searching for the most stable configurations, deformation, calculating the formation energies, and exploring the effects of the doping concentration of nitrogen and pyridine-like nitrogenated defects on the electronic properties of the nanotubes. Also, calculating the corresponding binding energies and effects of chemical functionalization of TMs on the electronic and magnetic properties of the nanotubes has been made. We found out that the electronic properties of SWCNT can be effectively modified in various ways, which are strongly dependent not only on the concentration of the adsorbed nitrogen but also to the configuration of the adsorbed nitrogen impurities, the pyridine-like nitrogenated defects, and the TMs absorbed; due to the strong interaction between the d orbitals of TMs and the p orbitals of N atoms, the binding strengths of TMs with the two 3NV-CNxNT are significantly enhanced when compared to the pure SWCNTs.
INTRODUCTION
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) can be metallic or semi-conducting, depending greatly on their tubular diameter and chirality. Thus it is difficult to synthesize SWCNTs with uniform chirality and electronic properties. To overcome this difficulty, dopants and defects can be introduced to alter the electronic properties of SWCNTs. Recently; chemical functionalization of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with various groups has attracted considerable interest as an efficient way to modify their properties. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] B and/or N atoms are also good choice of dopants because they have roughly the same atomic radius as C atoms, and possess one electron less/more than C respectively. Nitrogen doping is particularly attractive because the extra electrons from the nitrogen dopants are expected to make semiconducting nanotubes metallic. The N-doped CNTs (CN x NTs) has been synthesized in several groups.
7-12
Various approaches have been made to incorporate nitrogen atoms into carbon nanotubes, including magnetron sputtering, 13 pyrolysis of nitrogen-rich organic chemicals, 14 and arc-discharge in nitrogen atmosphere. 15 However, most of the syntheses yield nitrogen-doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (N-MWCNT) with bamboo-shaped morphology. Recently, Villalpando-Paez et al. 16 reported the synthesis of nitrogen-doped SWNT bundles via an aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method, but the doping concentration is unknown. It has been suggested that the nitrogen dopants are substituted into the carbon network with and without vacancy formation. Electron energy loss spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements indicated the coexistence of pyridine-like and porphyrine-like structures.
9,10
For the pyridine-like, nitrogen substitution accompanied with vacancy (labeled as 3NV) is formed in the sidewall of SWCNT, the electronic, 17 field emission, 18 and electrical transport properties 19 have been systemically investigated. The presence of 3NV defects in CNT, suggests that the reactivity might be greatly enhanced compared with the pure CNT, thus becoming a recently hot topic. 16, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] By introducing new levels close to the Fermi level, doping with nitrogen can change the sensibility of CNT to different kinds of molecules, for example the CN x NTs can be used as gas sensors of toxic species. 16, 20 Moreover, the capability of Li storage in the CN x NT is significantly increased for battery applications. 3d Transition metals (TMs) are frequently used to synthesize SWCNTs and can mix with the nanotubes to affect 35 their electronic and magnetic properties. Aside from modification of the electronic and magnetic properties of CNTs through nitrogen doping and 3NV defects, it can also typically be effectively modified through chemical decoration of TMs, [29] [30] [31] which greatly expands the potential application areas of CNTs, such as improving the sensitivities of chemical sensors, providing higher reactive sites for hydrogen gas storages, and developing spintronic devices or catalysts. For example, the CN x NT is a promising candidate as a support material to immobilize various TM nanoparticles, which have been found to exhibit good catalytic property.
24-28,32-37 Furthermore, Shao et al.
25
have demonstrated that the Pt/CN x NT is an excellent material for proton exchange membrane fuel cell. Additionally, Su et al. 26 have shown that the Pt/ CN x NT nanocatalyst exhibits good catalytic activities toward methanol oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions.
Compared with these experimental advances in the interactions between TMs and CN x NTs, to our knowledge, there are only a few theoretical studies on this issue:
38-42
(1) through density functional theory (DFT) calculations,
38,39
Yang and Li have independently reported that the binding energy of Ni or Pt interacting with the CNT is significantly improved in the presence of the 3NV defect in the CNT. (2) Feng et al. 40 theoretically studied adsorptions of different TMs on three kinds of CN x NT on aiming to evaluate the catalytic performance of Pt/CN x NT, they have further investigated its interaction with several common species involved in methanol oxidation, including CH 3 OH, HCHO, and HCOOH. (3) Titov et al. 41, 43 have explored the stability of Fe-adsorbed CN x NTs with porphyrine-like defect through the bent-cluster model. However, the following issues still need to be addressed: (1) effects of nitrogen and pyridine-like nitrogen doping on CNTs atomic deformation, molecular orbital, electronic structures and properties; (2) the bonding nature between different TMs and the CNT with 3NV defect (3NV-CN x NT); (3) the effects of various TMs adsorptions on the magnetic and electronic properties of 3NV-CN x NT; Thus, in the present work, nitrogen doping at various concentrations, pyridinelike doping, and the chemical functionalization of 12 different TMs (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, and Pt) on a (10,0) and (5, 5) CNT with 3NV defect has been systematically studied through spin-polarized DFT calculations. Particular attention has been paid to locating the most stable configurations, deformation, calculating corresponding formation energies, and exploring the effects of the doping concentration of nitrogen and pyridine-like defects. Also, calculating the corresponding binding energies and effects of TMs adsorptions on the electronic and magnetic properties of nanotube, which is useful for further studying the adsorptions of TM clusters on CN x NTs.
Study of the doping of N impurities and interactions of TMs with nanotubes is important to understand their potential applications, including nanowires, high strength composites, metal coated structures, nanoelectronic devices, spintronic devices, etc. Specifically, the creation of new energy levels in the band gap with associated electronic states through doping of impurities is an important step to make electronic devices. Further, the interaction of magnetic atoms with nanotubes could lead to half metallic systems important because of their unique magneto-transport properties that are of interest for spintronic devices as well as nanomagnets and it is a necessity to know which elements can best be bonded with nanotubes and how the magnetic properties are affected.
METHODOLOGY
The electronic properties of nitrogenated SWCNTs were studied using first-principles density functional theory (DFT), Dmol 3 code, available from Accelrys. 44 Each electronic wave function is expanded in a localized atom-centered basis set with each basis function defined numerically on a dense radial grid. For supercell geometries, spinunrestricted calculations were carried out with a double numeric polarized (DNP) basis set available and the atomic cutoff set at 4.6Å, along with gradient-corrected PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional. 45 Scalar relativistic effects 46 were included via a local pseudopotential for allelectron calculations. Five and ten Monkhorst-Pack kpoints 47 were used for the Brillouin zone integration along the axes of (10,0) and (5,5) nanotubes, respectively. Geometry optimizations were performed with the Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm with convergence criterion of 0.005Å on displacement, and 10 -5 a.u. on the total energy and electron density. A hexagonal lattice was used to simulate the single-walled nanotubes, with a wall-towall distance of at least 10Å, sufficient to avoid in-plane interactions between nanotubes in adjacent unit cells. The Fermi levels of the spin-unrestricted band structures and density of states (DOS) of (10,0) and (5,0) nanotubes were reset at the 0 eV position. For Dmol 3 code, the molecular orbital of periodic systems was computed using only the Γ-point. The isodensity surfaces of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) were fixed at 0.02 e/a.u. Specifically, in the direct substitution of nitrogen dopants the impurities are on opposite sides of the tube. Although the interaction between the two impurities is weak, we will see that the resulting bands are not simply related to concentration of impurities, but also the way N are distributed in the unit cell. It is evident that in order to have a realistic description of doped CNTs a random distribution of impurities should be used. However we suppose an ideal situation in which impurities are distributed in a periodic cell can provide useful insights on the doping effects in a less computationally expensive way. Figs. 1 and 2 show the relaxed geometries of (10,0) and (5,5) nanotubes respectively, along with the distribution of the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of (10, 0) and (5,5) SWCNT. Pure (10,0) and (5, 5) SWCNT with the diameter of 7.83 and 6.78Å respectively was chosen in the present work. Generally, it is noted that the cylindrically pristine nanotube is deformed to an ellipsoidal shape upon doping. A deformation factor (δ) is defined as the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis of the nanotubes. The δ values for the various types of nitrogenation are listed in Table 1 , for pyridine-like doping, a (5,5) nanotube (δ1.3) suffers a larger deformation than a (10,0) nanotubes (δ1.1) due to the smaller diameter of (5,5) nanotube.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Structural parameters
The bond lengths of the relaxed nanotubes in the vicinity of the nitrogen impurities are also displayed in Fig. 1 and 2. The C-N bond lengths of direct nitrogen substitution are determined to be ~1.39-1.42Å for the doped nanotubes both in Fig. 1b and Fig. 2b . Due to the missing central C atom, the C-N bond lengths of pyridine-like doping are determined to be ~1.33-1.35Å, depending on the orientation, as compared to ~1.42-1.43Å for the C-C bonds (see Figs. 1c and 2c) . The relaxed structures of nitrogenated SWCNTs correlate well with experimental observations of compartmentalized and defective nitrogen-doped CNTs.
14, 48 When an individual TM atom is adsorbed on the CN x NT, we consider two kinds of initial configurations: (1) the TM is directly bound to the site of 3NV; (2) the TM is attached to the sites near 3NV. After full structural optimization, we find that the TM adsorptions on the defect sites (Figs. 1d and 2d) are the most stable because of their higher reactivity than other sites. 16, 20, 21, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] Accordingly, in Table 2 , we list the structural parameters most stable configurations of TMs adsorbed on the two 3NV-CN x NT (labeled as TM/3NV-CN x NT). We find that these most stable configurations of TM/3NV-CN x NT nanotubes are characterized as forming multiple TM-N bonds at the vacancy sites ( Fig. 1d and 2d) due to the N participation. All the TMs are projecting from the sidewall of the two 3NV-CN x NTs in various ways. Moreover, as shown in Table 2 , the average TM-N distances (d TM-N ) of TM/ CN x NT nanotubes with 3NV defects range from 1.84 (Fe) to 2.25 (Pd) Å for (10,0) and from 1.82 (Co) to 2.26 (Pd) Å for (5,0). Thus it can be surmised that N and TM impurities in CNTs produce their own local strains and results in the respective deformation.
The effects of dissimilar nitrogenation on armchair and zigzag nanotubes are also reflected by the differences in the HOMO distribution. For instance, the HOMO of a nitrogen substituted (10,0) nanotube is polarized at two opposite nitrogen dopants, while this is not the case for a nitrogen substituted (5,5) nanotube (see Fig. 1b and 2b) . Pyridine-like doping causes the HOMO of doped (5, 5) nanotube to be more concentrated at one side of the ellip- Figs. 1c and 2c ). The HOMO of the nanotube functionalized with a TM is polarized at the TM dopants for both (10,0) and (5,5) nanotubes (see Figs. 1d  and 2d ).
Formation Energies
We choose the (10,0) tube as a typical semi conducting tube for investigation and suggest that two nitrogen doped atoms might be very near to or far from each other, but which configuration is stable favorable completely depends on its formation energy. Stability can be assessed by calculating their formation energies (E f ) here the formation energy is defined as (1) where E tot is the total energy of the (10,0) and (5,5) CN x NT, n C , and n N are the number of C and N atoms, respectively. µ C is the chemical potential of C obtained from the corresponding pure CNT, and is the chemical potential of µ N obtained from nitrogen in gas phase. There are six configurations in which adjacent nitrogen substituted (NS) atoms are near and lie in the same hexagon, as shown in Fig. 3 , which are denoted by NS1 to NS6, respectively. For the other case, the typical configuration that the two nitrogen atoms are apart is chosen, denoted by NS7 as shown in Fig. 3 . The formation energies of the nitrogenated SWCNTs were given in Table 3 . It is clear from the table that NS1 and NS2 atoms shown in Figs. 3a and 3b are energetically unfavorable and that the most stable is NS5, shown in Fig. 3e because its configuration is symmetric along the tube axis. The stable configurations for CN x NT are sensitive to symmetry. NS6 and NS7 have the same formation energies. Interestingly, if we compare the band structures of two nitrogen doped atoms near to or far from each other (NS5 and NS7) we see from Fig. 3h and 3i that NS6 is still a semiconductor while NS7 has been transformed to metallic. This motivates us to choose NS7 as a model for investigating the effects of nitrogen substitution for (10,0) nanotubes. Particularly the model is so chosen to represent the effects of nitrogen doping on CNTs atomic deformation, molecular orbital, electronic structures and properties. Fig. 3 . Geometrically optimized structures of the configurations for (10,0) tubes containing two substitutional nitrogen atoms per five tube units denoted by (a) NS1-(g) NS7, respectively and the bandstructures of (h) NS5 and (i) NS7 configurations. Substitutional nitrogen atoms are denoted by blue balls, Grey ball is C atom. 
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The energy cost to sp 2 -substitute a C atom with an N atom in (10,0) and (5,5) nanotubes are 1.05 and 1.09 eV respectively. On the other hand, it costs 3.35 and 3.11 eV to form pyridine-like doping in (10,0) and (5,5) nanotubes respectively. The synthesis of N-doped carbon nanotubes is usually carried out at 700-900 o C using nitrogen-rich precursors for CVD processes.
14,49,50 Spectroscopic studies and peak analysis revealed that C-N bonding of Ndoped carbon nanotubes involved sp 2 , sp 3 -typed and intercalated N 2 as well, which might be attributed to sp 2 -substitution of C atom with an N atom, pyridine-like doping and molecular N 2 respectively. The relatively high synthesis temperature and use of catalysts might provide sufficient energies to form pyridine-like defects in N-doped carbon nanotubes, though the formation energies of pyridine-like defects is higher than sp 2 -substitution. 
Binding Energies
Two kinds of functionalized 3NV-CN x NT with TMs were considered, as shown in Fig. 1d and 2d . The binding energy (E b ) of an individual TM on the 3NV-CN x NT nanotube was defined as:
where E tot denotes the total energy of the optimized system in the bracket. Eb>0 corresponds a stable optimized configuration and indicates bonding.
On the other hand, due to the N participation and the vacancy defect, the binding energies of all TMs on the two 3NV-CN x NTs are generally larger than those on the pure CNT 51,52 as shown in Fig. 4a . The formation of pyridinelike nitrogen defects is very crucial for enhancing the metal binding to the defects. Moreover, the variation of the binding energy as the number of d electrons for these TMs is also given in Fig. 4a we find that Sc (3d 1 4s 2 ), form the stronger bonds with E b around 8 eV with respect to the others, which well agrees with previous study. 40 On the contrary, the binding energies of Zn (3d 10 4s 2 ) on the two 3NV-CN x NT are the smallest around 2 eV.
The strong interactions between these TMs and the two 3NV-CN x NT nanotubes can be explained through the local densities of states (LDOS) and partial densities of states (PDOS), i.e., Sc adsorption on the 3NV-CN x NT as shown in Fig. 4b-e for the (10,0) and Fig. 4f-i for the (5,0) Fig. 5. Band structures of TM-adsorbed on (10,0) zigzag CNxNT with 3NV defect. The Fermi level is set as zero and plotted with a dotted line. The blue and red plots denote alpha and beta band structures, respectively. Only one part indicates that this system is non-magnetic.
It is found that in both tubes the d electrons of Sc and the p electrons of C and N atoms mainly contribute to the electronic states near Fermi level. In other words, strong interaction exists between the d orbitals of Sc and the p orbitals of N atoms due to their hybridization with each other. Fig. 5a shows the band structure of a pure (10,0) nanotube, which is very similar to that in reference 54. The topmost valence band and bottom conduction band correspond to the big π-bonding and π*-antibonding states along the ring of the tube respectively. Upon nitrogenation, the degeneracies of the energy bands of (10,0) nanotubes are removed. That is, the presence of nitrogen impurities causes the band to split. Band structures of Fig.  5a -d are consistent with J. Zhao et al. 54 who have investigated the band structures of SWNTs with covalent sidewall functionalization (e.g. COOH, OH, F, H, CH3) and pointed out the marked difference between covalent functionalization and substitutional doping. As in the case of semiconducting (10,0) nanotubes, substitutional doping does not disturb the sp 2 hybridization of the π-electrons and the N impurity states contributes mainly to the minimum of the conduction band.
Electronic properties
The electronic band structures of pure and doped (5,5) nanotubes are displayed in Fig. 6a-d . The π-π* band crossing of the pure (5, 5) the conduction and valence bands, which are attributed to the breaking of the armchair nanotube mirror symmetry due to the tube-impurity interaction. The opening of small gaps has also been reported for covalently functionalized and Cu-adsorbed metallic nanotubes.
54,55
In Fig. 7a-d , we present the electronic density of states (DOS) of pristine and nitrogenated (10,0) nanotubes. At low concentration of dopants (0.83%), direct substitution of nitrogen narrows the band gap. At higher level of doping, the band gap continues to narrow and eventually filled with impurity states at higher concentration of dopants. For instance, N-substituted (10,0) nanotubes of 1.67% become metallic due to the finite states at the Fermi level (see Fig. 7c ). To investigate the effects of nitrogen impurities in the pyridine-like vacancy, we have also computed the DOS of a (10,0) tube with pyridine-like vacancy but without nitrogen dopants (see the expanded view in Fig.  7d, red curve) . The relaxed geometry of such a (10,0) tube with mono-vacancy without N-impurities shows that it is a semiconductor, while the (10,0) tube with pyridine-like nitrogen doping shows that it is a metal.
The electronic density of states of pure and nitrogenated armchair (5, 5) nanotubes are displayed in Fig. 7e-h . The DOS of pure (5,5) tubes exhibit a finite DOS at the Fermi level, which renders it metallic. The presence of small valleys in the vicinity of the Fermi level is also observed for other nitrogenated (5, 5) tubes, and this is mainly due to the broken mirror symmetry of the π-π* band crossing. For the case of (5,5) tube with pyridine-like doping (Fig. 7h) , a peak at the Fermi level is observed. Likewise, we have also computed the DOS of (5,5) tubes with pyridine-vacancy without N-impurities, and its DOS also shows a sharp peak at the Fermi level (see expanded view in Fig. 7h, red region) . The DOS of pyridine-like nitrogenated (5, 5) tubes is quite similar to (5,5) tubes with mono-vacancy (without N-impurities). Therefore the observed DOS peak at the Fermi level of the pyridine-like nitrogenated (5,5) tube is due the vacancy and not the nitrogen dopants.
Creation of new energy levels in the band gap with associated electronic states is an important step to make electronic devices thus we have carried out the chemical functionalization of nanotubes with the TMs. In Figs. 5e-p and 6e-p, we present the band structures of different TM/ CN x NT nanotubes. It can be seen that (10,0) and (5,5) CN x NT with 3NV exhibits metallic nature ( Fig. 5d and  6d ), which are in good agreement with Li's study. 21 Upon adsorption of these TMs on the two CN x NT, certain impurity states are introduced into their band structures, rendering that their electronic properties are changed to different degrees, which is strongly dependent on the adsorbed TMs. For example, Sc adsorption makes the two CN x NT possess metallic nature, upon adsorption on their surfaces. Moreover, when Mn, Ni, Cu, Pd, or Pt is adsorbed on the two CN x NTs, their band gaps are increased to different degrees due to the lift of the conduction bands of the two CN x NTs. Thus, the several nanocomposites are still semiconductors.
Interestingly, three exceptions are Ti,V, and Co, adsorptions, for which the influences on electronic properties of the two CN x NTs are completely different: (1) for the Ti adsorption, the (10,0) CN x NT with 3NV defect is changed into a semiconductor while the (5,5) CN x NT with 3NV defect has metallic nature; (2) when V adsorption, the 3NV-CN x NT possess semiconductor nature (for(10,0)) and metallic (for(5,5)); (3) upon Co is adsorbed, the (10,0) CN x NT with 3NV defect is transformed into a half-metallic material, while the (5,5) CN x NT with 3NV defect is still a semiconductor and this gives one an inspiration: CN x NTbased devices with various electronic properties can be achieved.
The changes in band structures of the CN x NTs upon adsorption of these TMs are also evident by the charge transfer between the TM and the CN x NT. As shown in Table 2 , in which we list the calculated charge transfer using Hirshfeld population analysis 56 , the charges transferred from TMs to the (10,0) CN x NT with 3NV defect range from 0.70 e (for Sc) to 0.16 e (for Ni), while the range of charge transfer is from 0.70 e (for Sc) to 0.19 e (for Ni) in the case of (5,5) 3NV-CN x NT. The charge transfer leads to the partially cationic of these TMs, and thus facilitating the adsorption of foreign species such as hydrogen gas, it follows that 3NV-CN x NT doped with TMs is a potential material for hydrogen storage. On the other hand, we also evaluate the effects of TM adsorption on the magnetic properties of the two CN x NT. We find that the net magnetic moment emerges, ranging from 1.85 (for Cr/3NV-CN x NT) to 0 µ B (for Sc/, Mn/, Fe/, Cu/, or Zn/3NV-CN x NTs) for the (10,0) tube and from 2.54 (for V/3NV-CN x NT) to 0 µ B (for Sc/, Mn/, Fe/, Co/, Cu/, or Zn/3NV-CN x NTs) for the (5,5) tube as shown in Table 2 . This is reasonable, because the ground states of the two CN x NTs are non-magnetic, and the net spin magnetic moment mainly originates from the contributions of TMs.
CONCLUSIONS
The structural, electronic and magnetic properties of the nitrogenation of (5,5) and (10,0) nanotube coupled with the chemical functionalization of nanotube with pyridinelike defect with 12 different TMs (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pd, and Pt) are systemically studied, using first-principles methods investigated within the framework of the density functional theory using mainly the spin-polarized calculations. The effects of different types of nitrogenation have been elucidated from the band structures, density of states (DOS), and molecular orbital. Our calculations indicate that the substitutional nitrogenation, will convert semiconducting (10,0) nanotubes (~0.7 eV band gap) into metallic; while pyridine-like nitrogenation do not significantly modify the band gap. Also, electronic structures depend on the sites the nitrogen atoms occupy suggesting a way to control the electronic properties not only by adjusting the doping concentration but also the doping sites can be realized. For metallic (5, 5) nanotubes the N-doping is shown to significantly enhance the state density at the vicinity of Fermi level, which can enhance its chemical activity.
The effects of the chemical functionalization of TMs on the two 3NV-CN x NT indicate that the electronic and magnetic properties can be effectively modified. These results show the interesting possibilities of tailoring the properties of nanotubes by TM doping. A metallic, half metallic, a semiconducting CN x NT with different band gap can be achieved by chemical functionalization.
